MEDICAL/DENTAL OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE

890

JACKSON STREET

GROUND FLOOR MEDICAL/DENTAL OFFICE
SPACE IN POPULAR CHINATOWN BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

NOW AVAILABLE FOR LEASE

±600 SQ FT

In the heart of Chinatown on the
corner of Powell & Jackson Streets.

SUITE

PROPERTY OVERVIEW
>

Ground floor Medical/Dental/Professional
Office Space

CROSS STREET: POWELL STREET

>

Adjacent to Powell/Jackson Cable Car Stop

PLEASE CALL FOR PRICE

>

Medical/Dental Infrastructure in place

>

Prominent building serving
the Chinatown and Nob Hill Communities

>

Potential for additional space availability
including possibility to lease full building

CHINATOWN DISTRICT

GARY T. WARD
415.321.7483
gw@brsf.co | BRE #01208708

CELEBRATING 95 YEARS | 44 Montgomery Suite 1288, San Francisco, CA 94104
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without notice. We include projections, estimates, opinions, and/or assumptions, for example only, and they may not represent current or
future performance of the property. You should consult your tax and legal advisors before to verify the validity of our estimates.

890

JACKSON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

GROUND FLOOR MEDICAL/DENTAL/OFFICE
SPACE IN POPULAR CHINATOWN BUILDING

EXTERIOR PHOTOS
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890

JACKSON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

GROUND FLOOR MEDICAL/DENTAL/OFFICE
SPACE IN POPULAR CHINATOWN BUILDING

890 Jackson Street

Popular Nearby Tenants

POPULAR NEARBY TENANTS
1 Good Mon Kok Bakery

2 Han Palace Antique & Art Center

3 Keep It Bubble Tea

4 Kiki Supermarket

5 Napoleon Super Bakery

6 Woh Hei Yuen
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